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Abstract

Depending on the connectivity recurrent networks of simple computational units can show very different types of dynamics ranging
from totally ordered to chaotic. We analyze how the type of dynamics (ordered or chaotic) exhibited by randomly connected networks
of threshold gates driven by a time varying input signal depends on
the parameters describing the distribution of the connectivity matrix.
In particular we calculate the critical boundary in parameter space
where the transition from ordered to chaotic dynamics takes places.
Employing a recently developed framework for analyzing real-time
computations we show that only near the critical boundary such networks can perform complex computations on time series. Hence, this
result strongly supports conjectures that dynamical systems which are
capable of doing complex computational tasks should operate near the
edge of chaos, i.e. the transition from ordered to chaotic dynamics.

1 Introduction
A central issue in the field of computer science is to analyze the computational
power of a given system. Unfortunately there exists no full agreement regarding
the meaning of abstract concepts such as computation and computational power.
In the following we mean with a computation simply an algorithm, system or circuit that assigns outputs to inputs. The computational power of a given system can
be assessed by evaluating the complexity and diversity of associations of inputs to
outputs that can be implemented on it.
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Most work regarding the computational power of neural networks is devoted to the
analysis of artifically constructed networks; see e.g. (Siu et al., 1995). Much less
is known about the computational capabilities1 of networks with a biologically
more adequate connectivity structure. Often randomly connected (with regard to a
particular distribution) networks are considered as a suitable model for biological
neural systems; see e.g. (van Vreeswijk. and Sompolinsky, 1996). Obviously not
only the dynamics of such random networks depends on the connectivity structure
but also its computational capabilities. Hence it is of particular interest to analyze
the relationship between the dynamical behavior of a system and its computational
capabilities.
It has been proposed that extensive computational capabilities are achieved by
systems whose dynamics is neither chaotic nor ordered but somewhere in-between
order and chaos. This has led to the idea of “computation at the edge of chaos”.
Early evidence for this hypothesis has been reported by Langton (Langton, 1990)
and Packard (Packard, 1988). Langton based his conclusion on data gathered
from a parameterized survey of cellular automaton behavior. Packard, on the
other hand, used a genetic algorithm to evolve a particular class of complex rules.
He found that as evolution proceeded the population of rules tended to cluster
near the critical region — i.e. the region between order and chaos — identified
by Langton. Similar experiments involving Boolean networks have been conducted by Kauffman (Kauffman, 1993). The main focus of this experiments was
to determine the transition from ordered to chaotic behavior in the space of a few
parameters controlling the network structure. In fact, the results of numerous numerical simulations suggested that there is a sharp transition between the ordered
and chaotic regime. Later on this results were confirmed theoretically by Derrida and others (Derrida and Pomeau, 1986; Derrida and Weisbuch, 1986). They
used ideas from statistical physics to develop an accurate mean-field theory for
random Boolean networks (Derrida and Pomeau, 1986; Derrida and Weisbuch,
1986) and for Ising-spin models (networks of threshold elements) (Derrida, 1987)
which allows to determine the critical parameters analytically.
Because of the physical background this theory focused on the autonomous dynamics of the system, i.e. its relaxation from an initial state (the input) to some
terminal state (the output) without any external influences. However such “offline” computations (whose main inspiration comes of course from its similarity
1

Usually one talks only about the computational power of a dedicated computational model which we do not yet have defined. So we prefer the term computational capabilities in combination with a randomly constructed system instead.
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to the batch processing by Turing machines) do not adequately describe the input
to output relation of systems like animals or autonomous robots which must react
in real-time to a continously changing stream of sensory input. Such computations are more adequately described as mappings, also called filters, from a time
varying input signal to a time varying output signal. In this article we will focus on
such time-series computations which shifts the emphasis towards online computations and anytime algorithms (i.e., algorithms that output at any time the currently
best guess of an appropriate response), and away from offline computations.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate how the computational capabilities of
randomly connected recurrent neural networks in the domain of real-time processing and the type of dynamics of the network are related to each other. In particular
we will develop answers to the following questions:
(A) Are there general dynamical properties of input-driven recurrent networks
which support a large diversity of complex real-time computations, and if
yes,
(B) can such recurrent networks be utilized to build arbitrary complex filters,
i.e. mappings from input time-series to output time-series.
A similar study using leaky integrate-and-fire neurons, which was purely based
on computer simulations, was conducted in (Maass et al., 2002).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After defining the network model
in section 2 we will extend the mean-field theory developed in (Derrida, 1987)
to the here considered case of input driven networks. In particular we will determine in section 3 where the transition from ordered to chaotic dynamics occurs in
the space of a few connectivity parameters. In section 4 we propose a new complexity measure which can be calculated using the mean-field theory developed
in section 3 and serves as a predictor for the computational capability. Finally
we investigate in section 5 the relationship between network dynamics and the
computational capabilities in the time-series domain.

2 Network Dynamics
To analyze real-time computations on time-series in recurrent neural networks
we consider input driven recurrent networks consisting of N threshold gates with
states xi ∈ {−1, +1}, i = 1, . . . , N . Each node i receives nonzero incoming
3
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Figure 1: Networks of randomly connected threshold gates can exhibit ordered,
critical and chaotic dynamics (see text for a definition of order and chaos). In the
upper row examples of the time evolution of the network state x(t) are shown
(black: xi (t) = +1, white: xi (t) = −1) for three different networks with parameters taken from the ordered, critical and chaotic regime respectively. Parameters:
K = 4, N = 250 and σ 2 and ū as indicated in the phase plot below.

weights wij from exactly K randomly chosen units j ∈ {1, . . . , N }. Such a
nonzero connection weight wij is randomly drawn from a Gaussian distribution
with zero mean and variance σ 2 . Furthermore the network is driven by an external
input signal u(·) which is applied to each threshold gate. Hence, in summary the
update of the network state x(t) = (x1 (t), . . . , xN (t)) is given by
!
N
X
xi (t) = Θ
wij · xj (t − 1) + u(t)
(1)
j=1

which is applied for all neurons i ∈ {1, . . . , N } in parallel and where Θ(h) = +1
if h ≥ 0 and Θ(h) = −1 otherwise.
4

In the following we consider a randomly drawn binary input signal u(·): at each
time step u(t) assumes the value ū + 1 with probability r and and the value ū − 1
with probability 1 − r. Note that the input bias ū can also be considered as the
mean threshold of the nodes.
Similarly to autonomous systems these networks can also exhibit very different
types of dynamics ranging from completely ordered all the way to chaotic depending on the connectivity structure. Informally speaking we will call a network
chaotic if arbitrary small differences in a (initial) network state x(0) are highly
amplified and do not vanish. In contrast a totally ordered network forgets immediately about a (initial) network state x(0) and the current network state x(t) is
determined to a large extent by the current input u(t) (see section 3 for a precise
definition of order and chaos).
The top row of Fig. 1 shows typical examples of ordered, critical and chaotic
dynamics while it is indicated in the lower panel (phase plot) which values of the
model or system parameters correspond to a given type of dynamics. We will
concentrate on the three system parameters K, σ 2 , and ū where K (number of
incoming connections per neuron) and σ 2 (variance of nonzero weights) determine
the connectivity structure whereas ū describes a statistical property (the mean
or bias) of the input signal u(·). A phase transition occurs if varying such a
parameter leads to a qualitative change in its behavior like switching from ordered
to chaotic dynamics. An example can be seen in Fig. 1 where increasing the
variance σ 2 of the weights leads to chaotic behavior. We refer to the transition
from the ordered to the chaotic regime as the critical line.

3 Finding the critical line
To define the chaotic and the ordered phase of a discrete dynamical system Derrida and Pomeau (Derrida and Pomeau, 1986) proposed the following approach:
consider two (initial) network states with a certain (normalized) Hamming distance. These states are mapped to their corresponding following states defined by
the network dynamics and the change in the Hamming distance is observed. If
the distances tend to grow this is a sign of chaos whereas if the distance decreases
this is a signature of order (Derrida and Pomeau, 1986; Derrida and Weisbuch,
1986; Derrida, 1987). This is closely related to the computation of the Lyapunov
exponent in a continuous system (see e.g. (Luque and Sole, 2000) ) since this
approach also emphasizes the idea to consider a system as chaotic if it is very
5

sensitive to differences in its initial conditions. We will apply the same basic approach to define the chaotic and ordered regime for an input driven network: Two
(initial) states are mapped to their corresponding following states with the same
input in each case while the change in the Hamming distance is observed. Again
if the distances tend to increase (decrease) this is a sign for chaos (order).
Following closely the arguments by Derrida (Derrida, 1987) we develop a meanfield theory (i.e. we consider the limit N → ∞) which allows to analyze the
time evolution of the (normalized) Hamming distance d(t) = |{i : x1,i (t) 6=
x2,i (t)}|/N between two network states x1 (t) and x2 (t) where u(·) is the input
signal (xl,i (t) denotes the i-th component of the network state vector xl (t), l =
1, 2). As it is shown in appendix A the Hamming distance d(t) between two
trajectories at time t is related to the Hamming distance d(t + 1; u) at time t + 1
(given that u is the input in that time-step) through the equation
d(t + 1; u) =

K  
X
K
c=0

c

· d(t)c · (1 − d(t))K−c · PBF (c, u)

(2)

where PBF (c, u) is the probability that exactly c bit-flips out of the K inputs to a
unit will cause a different output of that unit in the two trajectories (see appendix A
for details).2
In contrast to previous studies (Derrida, 1987; Derrida and Weisbuch, 1986) the
Hamming distance d(t + 1; u) in Equ. (2) depends on the input u which leads to
the new states at time t + 1. If one assumes a certain distribution of the input
signal one can calculate the expected value of d(t + 1; u). Let us consider the case
where u = ū + 1 and u = ū − 1 with probability r and 1 − r respectively. This
input distribution leads to the equation
dfade (t + 1) := FADE(d(t)) := r · d(t + 1; ū + 1) + (1 − r) · d(t + 1; ū − 1)
(3)
for the time evolution of the Hamming distance.
The map defined by Equ. (3) determines whether a network is in the ordered phase
or not: If for all initial values d(0) ∈ [0, 1] the Hamming distance dfade (t) converges to zero for t → ∞ we know that any state differences will die out and the
network is in the ordered phase. If on the other hand a small difference d(t) > 0
2

Note that in the appendix d(t+1; u) and PBF (c, u) are denoted as d(t+1; u, u)
and PBF (c, u, u) respectively.
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Figure 2: A Derrida plots. The Derrida plots show the dependence of d fade (t + 1)
on d(t). Shown are Derrida plots for networks with parameters ū = 0, σ 2 =
1, r = 0.5 and three different values of K as denoted in the figure. For each
plot the numerical value of the stable fixed-point d∗fade = FADE(d∗fade ), i.e. the
intersection with the identity function (dashed line), is given. B Comparison of the
mean field theory and numerical simulations. For each of the considered values
of K we compare the theoretical evolution of the Hamming distance by iterating
Equ. (3) (solid line) to results from numerical simulations (crosses). Simulation
results are averages over 50 runs of the same network of N = 250 threshold
gates where in each run the input u(·) was randomly generated with “rate” r =
Pr {u(t) = ū + 1}.

is amplified and never dies out the network is in the chaotic phase. Whether the
Hamming distance will converge to zero or not can easily be seen in a so called
Derrida-Plot where dfade (t + 1) = FADE(d(t)) is plotted versus d(t).
A network is in the ordered phase iff d∗fade = 0 is the only stable fixed-point
d∗fade = FADE(d∗fade ) of Equ. (3). See Fig. 2A for examples of Derrida Plots.3 We
3

Equ. (3) was solved numerically to yield the Derrida plots.
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also compared the theoretical predictions of Equ. (3) to simulations of networks.
The results are shown in Fig. 2B. Even so the theory assumes an infinite network
size and that the weights are randomly drawn at each time step (the annealing approximation (Derrida and Pomeau, 1986)) a good correspondence with simulation
results is already obtained for networks containing a few hundred nodes and with
the weights randomly drawn prior to the simulation (see appendix A for a more
detailed discussion about the annealing approximation).
The stability can be checked by analyzing the slope α of the Derrida plot at d(t) =
0. The fixed-point d∗fade = 0 is stable if |α| < 1. As shown in appendix B the slope
α is given as
α=

∂dfade (t + 1)
∂d(t)

= K · (r · PBF (1, ū + 1) + (1 − r) · PBF (1, ū − 1))
d(t)=0

Hence the stability of the fixed-point d∗fade = 0 depends only on the probability
PBF (1, ·) that a single changed state component leads to a change of the output.
Therefore the so called critical line |α| = 1 where the phase transition from ordered to chaotic behavior occurs is given by
r · PBF (1, ū + 1) + (1 − r) · PBF (1, ū − 1) =

1
K

(4)

This criterion is related to criticality criteria that are derived using a single bit-flip
approximation directly (Rohlf and Bornholdt, 2002).
The corresponding phase diagram is shown in Fig. 3. For fixed values of ū and
σ 2 more incoming connections K tend to make the network more chaotic. Note
that for K = 1 and K = 2 the network can not be made chaotic (see appendix B
for details). Ordered dynamics can be achieved by means of smaller internal connection weights (smaller σ 2 ) which will increase the impact of the input signal
or by biasing the network towards -1 or +1 by changing the mean ū of the input signal. This second way to achieve ordered dynamics is analogous to using
biased Boolean functions in random Boolean networks (Kauffman, 1993). Since
the state encoding of the networks is symmetric using a positive or negative mean
ū is equivalent. Usually a higher bias is expected to give more ordered dynamics.
However, for high values of K this is not true for ū near ±1 which is an effect due
to the binary input signals that are used here.
Note that the ordered phase can be described by using the notion of fading memory
(Boyd and Chua, 1985). Informally a network has fading memory if the current
8
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Figure 3: The critical line. Shown is the critical line for parameters σ 2 and ū in
dependence of K (denoted in the figure). As before we set r = 0.5. Note that the
ordered (chaotic) regime is to the left (right) of the critical line.

state x(t) depends just on the values of its input u(t0 ) from some finite time window t0 ∈ [t − T, t] into the past4 (Maass et al., 2002). A slight reformulation of this
property (Jaeger, 2002) shows that it is equivalent to the requirement that all state
differences vanish, i.e. being in the ordered phase. This property is called “echo
state property” in (Jaeger, 2002).
Fading memory plays an important role in the “liquid state machine” framework
(Maass et al., 2002) (called “echo state networks” in (Jaeger, 2002)) which we will
4

More formally a network is said to have the fading memory property if the
following holds: For all  > 0, initial conditions x1 (0), x2 (0) and input signals u1 (·), u2 (·) exist δ > 0 and T ∈ N such that ku1 − u2 kinput < δ
⇒
kx1 (T ) − x2 (T )kstate < . Here x1 (T ), x2 (T ) denote the states that are obtained
by running the network T time-steps on initial conditions x1 (0), x2 (0) and input
signals u1 (·), u2 (·) respectively. k·kinput and k·kstate are norms that turn the space
of input signals and network states into compact vector spaces.
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employ (and discuss in more detail) in section 5 to show that networks operating
near the critical line support complex computations. Intuitively speaking in a
network with fading memory a state x(t) is fully determined by a finite history
u(t−T ), u(t−T +1), . . . , u(t−1), u(t) of the input u(·).5 This would in principle
allow an appropriate readout function to deduce the recent input, or any function
of it, from the network state. If on the other hand the network does not have
fading memory (i.e. is in the chaotic regime) a given network state x(t) also
contains “spurious” information about the initial conditions and hence it is hard
or even impossible to deduce any features of the recent input.

4 Separation as a predictor for computational
power
A further dynamical property that is especially important if a network is to be
useful for computations on input time-series is the separation property (see also
(Maass et al., 2002)): any two different input time series which should produce
different outputs (with regard to the readout function) drive the recurrent network
into two (significantly) different states. From the point of view of the readout
function it is clear that different outputs can only be produced for different network states. Hence only if different input signals separate the network state (i.e.
different inputs result in different states) it is possible for a readout function to respond differently. Furthermore it is desirable that the separation (distance between
network states) increases with the difference of the input signals.
However, a simple separation measurement can not be directly related to the computational power since chaotic networks separate even minor differences in the
input to a very high degree. This is because any single different bit of the network
state (eventually caused by the differing inputs) results in drastically different trajectories but is not a direct consequence of the different inputs. Therefore we
will propose in this section the so called “network mediated” separation (N M separation for short) which aims to capture those portions of the separation which
are due to the differences in the input signals u1 (·) and u2 (·).
As before we measure differences of network states by their Hamming distance. The distance of input signals u1 (·) and u2 (·) is defined by b =
5

More precisely there exists a function E such that x(t) = E(u(t − T ), u(t −
T + 1), . . . , u(t − 1), u(t)) for some finite T ∈ N .
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P
limT →∞ T1 Tt=0 (1 − δ(u1 (t), u2 (t))) which measures the average number of differences in the input signals, where δ(x, y) = 1 if x = y and δ(x, y) = 0 otherwise. b can also be interpreted as the probability that u1 (t) and u2 (t) are different,
i.e. b = Pr {u1 (t) 6= u2 (t)}.
The mean field theory we have developed (see appendix A) can easily be extended
to calculate the state distance (separation) that results from applying inputs u 1 (·)
and u2 (·) with a mean distance of b (r denotes the “rate” r = Pr {u1 (t) = ū + 1}
of u1 (·)):
dsep (t + 1) = SEP(d(t))
(5)
= b · (r · d(t + 1; ū + 1, ū − 1) + (1 − r) · d(t + 1; ū − 1, ū + 1))
+ (1 − b) · (r · d(t + 1; ū + 1, ū + 1) + (1 − r) · d(t + 1; ū − 1, ū − 1))
(6)
As in Sec. 3 we numerically solved Equ. (6) for the stable fixed-point d ∗sep =
SEP(d∗sep), i.e. the separation that results from long runs with inputs u1 (·) and
u2 (·) with a distance of b.
The part of this separation that is caused by the input distance b and not by the
distance of some initial state is then given by d∗sep − d∗fade since d∗fade measures the
state distance that is caused by differences in the initial states and remains even
after long runs with the same inputs (see Sec. 3). Note that d∗fade is always zero in
the ordered phase and non-zero in the chaotic phase.
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Figure 4: N M -separation assumes high values on the critical line. A The uncorrected separation d∗sep − d∗fade is shown for ordered (σ 2 = 0.1), critical (σ 2 = 0.5),
and chaotic (σ 2 = 5) dynamics in dependence of the input distance b (K = 4,
ū = 0.4, r = 0.5). B Same as panel A but for the N M -separation. C The gray
coded image shows the N M -separation in dependence on σ 2 and ū for K = 4,
r = 0.5, and b = 0.1 (white: low values, dark gray: high values). The solid line
marks the critical line. D same as C but for K = 8.
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Furthermore we also have to consider the immediate separation d inp that is expected from the given input distribution (determined by ū and b). This term can
be estimated as
dinp := b · (2 · q(ū, r) − 1)2
where q(ū, r) is the fraction of nodes that “copy the input”6 (see appendix C for
details). The immediate separation dinp is especially high for input driven networks (low values of σ 2 and values of q(ū, r) close to 1.0). Obviously this immediate separation can not be utilized by any readout function which needs access to
information about the input a few time steps ago because the network state x(t) is
dominated to a very large extent by the current input at time t. Or more informally
speaking: input driven networks do not have any memory about recent inputs.
Since we want the N M -separation to be a predictor for computational power we
have to correct d∗sep − d∗fade by the immediate separation dinp in order to take the
loss of memory of input driven networks into account. Hence a suitable measure
of the network mediated separation due to input differences is given by
N Msep = d∗sep − d∗fade − b · (2 · q(ū, r) − 1)2

(7)

In Fig. 4A,B the uncorrected separation d∗sep − d∗fade and the N M -separation are
plotted in dependence of the input distance b for three representative parameter
settings (same as in Fig. 1). As expected both measures are increasing with b.
Note that for the ordered dynamics the uncorrected separation assumes similar
(or even higher) values as the uncorrected separation for critical parameters (this
is because the network is very much input driven; see above). In contrast the
N M -separation which is corrected by the immediate separation d inp is highest for
critical parameters.
In Fig. 4C,D the N M -separation resulting from an input difference of b = 0.1
is shown in dependence of the network parameters ū and σ 2 . It can be clearly
seen that the separation peaks at the critical line. Because of the computational
importance of the separation property this also suggests that the computational
capabilities of the networks will peak at the onset of chaos, which is confirmed in
the next section.
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Figure 5: Setup used to train a linear classifier for a given computational task.
The input u(·) drives the dynamic reservoir (the randomly connected recurrent
network in our case) while a memoryless readout function C which has access to
the full network state x(t) computes the actual output v(t) = C(x(t)). Only the
weights w ∈ RN , w0 ∈ R of the linear classifier are adjusted such that the actual
network output v(t) = Θ(w · x(t) + w0 ) is as close as possible to the target values
y(t) = (F u)(t). The signals shown are an example of the performance of a trained
network on a one step delayed XOR task, i.e. y(t) = XOR(u(t − 1), u(t − 2)).

5 Real time computations at the edge of chaos
To access the computational power of a network we make use of the so called
“liquid state machine” framework which was proposed by Maass et.al. (Maass
et al., 2002) and indepenently by Jaeger (Jaeger, 2002) who called it “echo state
networks”. They put forward the idea that any complex time-series computation
can be implemented by a system which consists of two conceptually different
parts: a dynamical system with “rich” dynamics followed by a memoryless readout function (the basic architecture is depicted in Fig. 5). This idea is based on
the following observation: If one excites a sufficiently complex recurrent circuit
with an input signal, and looks at a later time at the current internal state of the
circuit, then this state is likely to hold a substantial amount of information about
recent inputs. In order to implement a specific task — called the target filter in the
6

A unit copies the input if it outputs +1 if the input has the value ū + 1 and
outputs -1 if the input has the value ū − 1.
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following — it is enough that the readout function is able to extract the relevant information from the network state. This amounts to a classical pattern recognition
problem, since the temporal dynamics of the input stream has been transformed
by the recurrent circuit into a high dimensional spatial pattern. Following this line
of arguments the construction of a liquid state machine which implements an arbitrary filter can be decomposed into two steps: a) choose a proper general-purpose
recurrent network and b) train a readout function to map the network state to the
desired output.
This approach is potentially successful if the general-purpose network encodes
the relevant features of the input signal in the network state in such a way that the
readout function can easily extract it. In the context of the network model considered in this paper we have already investigated in depth two properties which
support such a requirement: fading memory (i.e. ordered dynamics) and (network mediated) separation. However it is not yet clear whether these properties
are enough to ensure that the information can be extracted “easily”. In fact, up to
now it can only be proven (Maass et al., 2002) that any time invariant filter which
has fading memory can be approximated with any desired degree of precision if
i) the recurrent network has fading memory, ii) the recurrent network has the separation property, and iii) the readout has the capability to approximate any given
continuous function that maps current states on current outputs. Hence in a worst
case scenario it my happen that the readout function must be arbitrarily complex
to implement the desired target filter.
However we will show that near the critical line the network encodes the information in such a way that a simple linear classifier C(x(t)) = Θ(w · x(t) + w0 )
suffices to implement a broad range of complex nonlinear functions. 7
To access the computational power in a principled way networks with different
parameters were tested on a delayed 3 bit parity task. Here the desired output
signal yτ (t) is given by PARITY(u(t − τ ), u(t − τ − 1), u(t − τ − 2)) for increasing delays τ ≥ 0. The task is quite complex for the networks considered here
since the parity function is not linear separable and it requires memory. Hence
to achieve good performance it is necessary that a state x(t) contains information
7

In order to train the network for a given target filter F only the parameters
w ∈ RN , w0 ∈ R of the linear classifier are adjusted such that the actual network
output v(t) is as close as possible to the target values y(t) = (F u)(t). The weights
w ∈ RN , w0 ∈ R are determined using standard linear regression in an off-line
fashion.
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Figure 6: A Memory curve for the 3 bit parity task. Shown is the mutual information M I(v, y) between the classifier output v(·) and the target function
y(t) = PARITY(u(t − τ ), u(t − τ − 1), u(t − τ − 2)) on a test set (see text
for details) for various delays τ . Parameters: N = 250, K = 4, σ 2 = 0.2, ū = 0
and r = 0.5. B The gray coded image (an interpolation between the data points
marked with open diamonds) shows the performance of trained networks in dependence of the parameters σ 2 and ū for the same
P task as in panel A. Performance
is measured as the memory capacity M C = τ M I(τ ), i.e. the “area” under the
memory curve. Remaining parameters as in panel A.
about several input bits u(t0 ), t0 < t in a nonlinear transformed form such that a
linear classifier C is sufficient to perform the nonlinear computation of the parity
task.
In Fig. 6A the mutual information M I(vτ , yτ )8 measured on a test set between
the network output vτ (·) trained on a delay of τ and the target signal yτ (·) is
shown for increasing delays τ (cf. (Natschläger and Maass, 2003)). 9 Following
8

The mutual information M I(v, y) (in bits) between two signals v(·) and
P P
p(v 0 ,y 0 )
0
0
y(·) is defined as M I =
v0
y 0 p(v , y ) log2 p(v 0 )p(y 0 ) where the sums are
over all possible values ({−1, +1} in our case) of v(·) and y(·), p(v 0 , y 0 ) =
Pr {v(t) = v 0 ∧ y(t) = y 0 } is the joint probability, p(v 0 ) = Pr {v(t) = v 0 } and
p(y 0 ) = Pr {y(t) = y 0 } are the marginal distributions. Note that all these probabilities can reliably be estimated simply by counting since v(·) and y(·) are binary
signals in our case.
9
Note that for each delay τ a separate classifier is trained. For training a single
linear classifier a trainig set {hxl , yl i}, l = 1..9000 where xl are network states
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P
(Jaeger, 2002) we define a memory capacity M C = ∞
τ =0 M I(vτ , yτ ). In Fig. 6B
the dependence of M C on the parameters of the randomly drawn networks is
shown. Each data point shows the mean over 10 different networks with the given
parameters10 .
The highest performance is clearly achieved for parameter values close to the critical line were the phase transition occurs. This has been noted before (Langton,
1990; Packard, 1988). In (Packard, 1988) for example cellular automata where
evolved to solve one particular task. Even so there is evidence that evolution will
find solutions near the critical line the specific dynamics selected are highly task
specific. For this and other reasons edge of chaos interpretations of these results
were criticized (Mitchell et al., 1993). In contrast the networks used here are not
optimized for any specific tasks, but only a linear readout function is trained to
extract the task specific information that is already present in the state of system.
Furthermore each network is evaluated for many different tasks, such as the 3 bit
parity of increasingly delayed input values. Therefore a network that is specifically designed for a single task will not show a good performance in this setup.
These considerations suggest the following hypotheses regarding the computational function of generic recurrent neural circuits: to serve as general-purpose
temporal integrator, and simultaneously as kernel (i.e., nonlinear projection into
a higher dimensional space) to facilitate subsequent linear readout of information
whenever it is needed.
The network size N determines the dimension of the space into which the input
and yl ∈ {+1, −1} are the target values given by the considered target filter was
constructed as follows: The considered network was run from 10 randomly drawn
initial states on randomly drawn input signals of length 5000 and rate r = 0.5.
The first 500 states were discarded and then only the network states of every fifth
time-step were added with the according target value yl to the training set. The
weights w0 ∈ R, w = hw1 , . . . , wN i ∈ RN of the linear classifier where then
determined by standard linear regression: i.e. by minimizing the squared error
P
2
l (w0 + w · xl − yl ) via the pseudo-inverse solution. The performance of the
trained classifier was then measured on a test set. Therefore the network was run
again from 10 initial states for 2000 time-steps. The initial states and input signals
were again randomly drawn and different from the ones used during training. As
before the first 500 states were discarded.
10
Standard deviation are not shown because they are quite small (< 0.5bit of
M C). The performance differences across the critical line are therefore highly
significant.
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Figure 7: Computational capabilities scale with network size. Shown is the performance on the 3 bit parity task in dependence on the network size N (mean M C
± standard deviation over 10 randomly drawn networks for each parameter setting). The remaining parameters were chosen as K = 4, r = 0.5, ū = 0.4 and
σ 2 = 0.1 (ordered), σ 2 = 0.5 (critical) and σ 2 = 5 (chaotic).

signal is nonlinearly transformed by the network and in which the linear classifier
is operating. It is expected that M C increases with N due to the enhanced discrimination power of the readout function. Hence it is worthwhile to investigate
how the computational power (in terms of M C) scales up with the network size
N ; see Fig. 7. Interestingly the steepest increase of M C with increasing N is
observed for critical parameters (almost perfect logarithmic scaling). In contrast
at non-critical parameters the performance on the delayed 3 bit parity task grows
only slightly with increasing network size.
To further explore the “computation at the edge of chaos” idea the above simulations were repeated for different values of K and different tasks. The networks
were trained on a delayed 1 bit (actually just a delay line), a delayed 3 bit and a
delayed 5 bit parity task as well as on 50 randomly drawn Boolean functions of
the last five inputs, i.e. y(t) = f (u(t), u(t − 1), u(t − 2), u(t − 3), u(t − 4)) for a
randomly drawn Boolean function f : {−1, +1}5 → {−1, +1}. Average results
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Figure 8: Performance of trained networks for various parameters and different
tasks with increasing complexity. The performance (as measured in Fig. 6B) is
shown in dependence of the parameters σ 2 and ū for K = 2, 4, 8 (left to right) and
the 1, 3, and 5 bit parity task as well as for an average over 50 randomly drawn
Boolean functions (top to bottom).

over 10 randomly drawn networks for each parameter setting are shown in Fig. 8.
In almost all cases the best performance is achieved close to the critical line. Just
for the simplest task considered, a delay line, the best performance is achieved in
the chaotic regime. In the case of K = 2 the network can never be made chaotic
by increasing σ 2 but still the performance peaks at some intermediate value of σ 2 .
The reasons for that remain to be uncovered. It is also notable that even so the
best performances are usually achieved close to the critical line the performance
varies considerably along it. Especially at high values of K the performance drops
significantly if the network is stabilized by using large biases ū. Hence it is advantageous to use unbiased networks (i.e. ū = 0). This is probably related to the fact
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that for ū = 0 the entropy of the network states is highest. Normalizing M C on a
entropy bound obtained from the mean activity11 suggests that it indeed explains
a large amount of the performance drop (not shown). Just for the randomly drawn
Boolean functions slightly biased networks show a significantly higher performance, because unbiased networks cannot implement symmetric functions (about
half of the randomly drawn functions will be symmetric) since they are antisymmetric devices (compare (Jaeger, 2002)).

6 Discussion
We developed a mean-field theory for input-driven networks which allows an accurate determination of the position of the transition line between ordered and
chaotic dynamics with respect to the parameters controlling the network connectivity and input statistics. To our knowledge this is the first time that networks
which receive a time varying input signal have been considered in this context.
Additionally a clear correlation between the network dynamics and computational
power for real-time time-series processing was established. We found that near the
critical line the type of networks considered here support a broad class of complex
computations. These results provide further evidence for the idea of “computation
at the edge of chaos” (Langton, 1990).
In the context of the questions raised in the introduction our findings point to the
following answers:
(A) Dynamics near the critical line are a general property of input driven dynamical systems which support complex real-time computations.
(B) Such systems can be used by training a simple readout function to approximate any arbitrary complex filter.
Furthermore this suggests that to exhibit sophisticated information processing capabilities an adaptive system should stay close to critical dynamics. Since the
dynamics is also influenced by the statistics of the input signal (for example the
11

For a given mean activity of a = Pr {xi (t) = +1} the maximum entropy of
a single unit is H(a) = −a log a − (1 − a) log(1 − a). Note that 0 ≤ H(a) ≤ 1
and H(0.5) = 1. Hence an upper bound for the entropy of the network states is
N · H(a) which reaches its maximum for a = 0.5. To compensate for the entropy
drop we considered the scaling M C · N · H(0.5)/(N · H(a)) = M C/H(a).
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mean as shown here) these results indicate a new role for plasticity rules: Stabilize the dynamics at the critical line. Such rules would then implement what could
be called “dynamical homeostasis” which could be achieved in an unsupervised
manner. Examples of such rules that adjust the connectivity K towards the critical line in threshold networks can be found in (Bornhold and Rohlf, 2000) and
(Bornholdt and Röhl, 2003). Such a system then actively adjust its dynamics towards criticality, so that it shows self-organized criticality ((Bak et al., 1988; Bak
et al., 1987)). The rule described in (Bornholdt and Röhl, 2003) is also interesting
from a biological point of view since it is based on local Hebb-like correlations.
In the context of artificial neural networks it is shown in (Dauce et al., 1998) that
Hebbian learning drives the dynamics from the chaotic into the ordered regime.
Hence combining task-specific optimization provided by (supervised) learning
rules (Hertz et al., 1991) with a more general adjustment of the dynamics would
allow a system to gather specific information while self-organizing its dynamics
towards criticality in order to be able to react flexible to other incoming signals.
We believe that this viewpoint will be a fruitful avenue to further explore the mysteries of brain functioning. By combining self-organized criticality with learning
it might be possible to uncover some of the principles underlying the most impressive adaptability exhibited by brains.
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A Time evolution of Hamming distance d(t)
To determine the time evolution of the Hamming distance we consider a randomly
drawn set of weights wij and the following scenario:
1) The state x1 (t) is mapped via Equ. (1) to the state x1 (t + 1) where u1 is
given as input.
2) The state x2 (t) is mapped by the same network to the state x2 (t + 1) where
u2 is given as input.
We will derive an equation which relates the Hamming distance d(t) at time t
between the two states x1 (t) and x2 (t) to the Hamming distance d(t + 1; u1 , u2 )
at time t between the two states x1 (t + 1) and x2 (t + 1) given the two inputs u1
and u2 .
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Assume that out of the K inputs xj (t) to a given unit i there are exactly c (0 ≤
c ≤ K) which are different between the states x1 (t) and x2 (t), i.e. c = |D| with
D = {j : x1,j (t) 6= x2,j (t) ∧ wij 6= 0}. The resulting internal activations at time
t + 1 of a unit i in the two cases 1) and 2) can be written as (index i and t omitted
for brevity)
X
h1 =
wij x1,j + u1 = a + b + u1
j

h2 =

X

wij x2,j + u2 = a − b + u2

j

P

where a =
j∈E wij is a sum over the K − c state
P components that are equal
(E = {j : x1,j (t) = x2,j (t) ∧ wij 6= 0}|) and b = j∈D wij is the sum over the c
differing state components (D = {j : x1,j (t) 6= x2,j (t) ∧ wij 6= 0}) (cf. (Derrida,
1987)).
In the following we apply the annealing approximation introduced by Derrida and
others (Derrida and Pomeau, 1986). The basic assumption of the annealing approximation in our context is that at each time step the whole weight matrix is randomly generated. This has the effect that correlations between units which would
otherwise be built up during previous time steps must not be considered. Although
this is a rather radical assumption the predictions obtained for the quenched case
(weight matrix generated once) are quite accurate; see Fig. 2. This is due to the
fact that if the number of inputs to a unit is rather small compared to the network
size (K << lnN ) then correlations between units build up very slowly and can
be neglected in the limit N → ∞ (Derrida, 1987; Derrida and Weisbuch, 1986).
We calculate the probability PBF (c, u1 , u2 ) that the states x1,i (t+1) and x2,i (t+1)
of a node i at time t + 1 differ given that x1 (t) and x2 (t) differ in exactly c bits
and u1 and u2 are the external inputs to the nodes independently of i. Note that
PBF (c, u1 , u2 ) is equal to the probability that h1 and h2 have different signs.
PBF (c, u1 , u2 ) = Pr {x1,i (t + 1) 6= x2,i (t + 1)}
= Pr {Θ(h1 ) 6= Θ(h2 )}
= Pr {h1 ≥ 0 ∧ h2 < 0} + Pr {h1 < 0 ∧ h2 ≥ 0}
= Pr {a ≥ −b − u1 ∧ a < b − u2 } + Pr {a < −b − u1 ∧ a ≥ b − u2 }
(8)
Under the approximations made a Hamming distance of d(t) can be interpreted
as the probability that a certain component of two states x1 (t) and x2 (t) differs.
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Then the probability that out of the K inputs to a given node i exactly c differ
is given by the binomial distribution Kc · d(t)c · (1 − d(t))K−c. Averaging over
all possible values of c we arrive at the following formula relating the Hamming
distance in one time-step to the next:
d(t + 1; u1 , u2 ) =

K  
X
K

c

c=0

· d(t)c · (1 − d(t))K−c · PBF (c, u1 , u2 )

(9)

For weights drawn from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean a and b are normally distributed with zero mean and variances σa2 = (K − c)σ 2 and σb2 = cσ 2
respectively and PBF can be calculated as the integral over the area in the (a, b)
plane corresponding to the constraints defined in Equ. (8).


max{b−u
Z 2 ,−b−u1 }
Z∞


2
PBF (c, u1 , u2 ) =
φ(a, 0, (K − c)σ 2 ) da db
φ(b, 0, cσ )
−∞

min{b−u2 ,−b−u1 }

2

1
√ 1 e− 2 ·
2
2πσ

(10)

(x−µ)2
σ2

denotes the Gaussian density
for 0 < c < K where φ(x, µ, σ ) =
function. Note that in the cases of c = 0 and c = K the equation for P BF (c, u1 , u2 )
collapses to a single integral:
PBF (0, u1 , u2 ) =

Z

PBF (K, u1 , u2 ) = 1 −

max{−u2 ,−u1 }

φ(a, 0, Kσ 2 ) da

min{−u2 ,−u1 }

Z

max{−u1 ,u2 }

φ(b, 0, Kσ 2 ) db

min{−u1 ,u2 }

This can easily be concluded by considering Equ. (8) and noting that c = 0 ⇒
b = 0 and c = K ⇒ a = 0.
Note that we use the shorthands d(t, u) := d(t, u, u) and PBF (c, u) :=
PBF (c, u, u) in the main text.
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B Calculation of the criticality criterion
(t+1,u ,u )

∂d

The derivative of fade ∂d 1 2 at d = 0 can be calculated as follows (we write
P (c) as shorthand for PBF (c, u1 , u2 )):
!

  
K  
∂ K
∂ X K c
K
K−c
(1 − d) P (0)
=
d (1 − d)
P (c)
∂d c=0 c
∂d 0
d=0
d=0
  

∂ K
K−1
+
d(1 − d)
P (1)
∂d 1
d=0
!
K  
X
K ∂ c
d (1 − d)K−c P (c)
+
∂d
c
c=2

= K(−1)(1 − d)K−1 P (0) d=0

d=0

+ K((1 − d)K−1 − d(K − 1)(1 − d)K−2 )·
P (1))|d=0
+0
= K(P (1) − P (0))

Since the dynamic of the network is deterministic the same input never leads to
an output bit-flip, i.e. PBF (0, u, u) = 0, and dfade (t + 1) = r · d(t + 1; ū + 1, ū +
1) + (1 − r) · d(t + 1; ū − 1, ū − 1) we obtain:
∂dfade (t + 1)
∂d(t)

= K · (r · PBF (1, ū + 1, ū + 1) + (1 − r) · PBF (1, ū − 1, ū − 1))
d(t)=0

Investigation of the special cases c = 1, K = 1, u1 = u2 = u and c = 1, K =
2, u1 = u2 = u will show that for K = 1 and K = 2 the network is always in the
ordered phase regardless of the parameters σ 2 and ū.
For c = 1, K = 1 and u1 = u2 = u we get
Z max{−u,u}
PBF (1, u, u) = 1 −
φ(b, 0, σ 2 ) db < 1
min{−u,u}

Hence for the criticality criterion Equ. (4) we obtain
1
r · PBF (1, ū + 1, ū + 1) +(1 − r) · PBF (1, ū − 1, ū − 1) <
=1
{z
}
{z
} K
|
|
<1

<1
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since 0 ≤ r ≤ 1.
For c = 1, K = 2 and we get
Z ∞
Z
2
PBF (1, u, u) =
db φ(b, 0, σ )
−∞

max{b−u,−b−u}

da φ(a, 0, σ 2 )
min{b−u,−b−u}

Note that this is an integral over the product density φ(b, 0, σ 2 ) · φ(a, 0, σ 2 ) with
equal variance in each dimension. Taking into account the area of integration
which is spanned by the two lines b − u and −b − u and covers half of the (a, b)
plane it is clear that at most have of the probability mass (in the case of u = 0) is
covered by that integral, i.e. PBF (1, u, u) < 0.5 for u 6= 0 and PBF (1, 0, 0) = 0.5.
Hence the criticality criterion reads as follows
1
= 0.5
r · PBF (1, ū + 1, ū + 1) +(1 − r) · PBF (1, ū − 1, ū − 1) <
|
{z
}
{z
} K
|
<0.5

<0.5

since 0 ≤ r ≤ 1.

C Correction term for the N M -separation
We first calculate the fraction q(ū, b) of neurons which copy the input. A unit i
copies the input u(t) = ū + β(t) with the bit β ∈ {−1, +1} if the output has the
same value as β(t), i.e. xi (t) = β(t). q(ū, r) is given as follows
)
(
X
q(ū, r) :=
r · Pr
wij xj (t − 1) + ū + 1 ≥ 0
j

+ (1 − r) · Pr

(
X

wij xj (t − 1) + ū − 1 < 0

j

)

P
where r = Pr {u(t) = ū + 1}. The sum j wij xj (t − 1) is normally distributed
with zero mean and variance Kσ 2 which yields
q(ū, r) = r · Φ(ū + 1, 0, Kσ 2 ) + (1 − r) · Φ(−ū + 1, 0, Kσ 2 )
where Φ(x, µ, σ 2 ) denotes the Gaussian cumulative density
2
1 (z−µ)
σ2

e− 2 ·

Rx

−∞

dz.
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√ 1
2πσ 2

·

As the next step we calculate the probability that
P for two given inputs u 1 and u2
with
Pb := Pr {u2 6= u1 } the outputs x1 = Θ( j wij xj (t − 1) + u1 ) and x2 =
Θ( j wij xj (t − 1) + u2 ) of a unit i are different. Pr {x1 6= x2 } can be interpreted
as the Hamming distance which is generated immediately by the input.
Pr {x1 6= x2 } = Pr {u1 = u2 } · (Pr {u1 is copied and u2 is not copied } +
Pr {u1 is not copied and u2 is copied })+
Pr {u1 6= u2 } · (Pr {u1 is copied and u2 is copied } +
Pr {u1 is not copied and u2 is not copied })
This can be simplified to (arguments (ū, r) dropped for sake of brevity)
Pr {x1 6= x2 } = 2(1 − b)q(1 − q) + b(q 2 + (1 − q)2 ) .
Since we want to get an estimate of the Hamming distance due to the difference b
of the input we correct the above term by Pr {x1 6= x2 } |b=0 and use the result as
the correction term introduced in section 4.
Pr {x1 6= x2 } − Pr {x1 6= x2 } |b=0 = 2(1 − b)q(1 − q) + b(q 2 + (1 − q)2 ) − 2q(1 − q)
= b(2q − 1)2
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